The Outdoor Learning Conference

Taking your teaching and learning outdoors
at the Grammar School at Leeds
5th October 2017, 10:00 - 16:00

Keynote Speakers:
Mike Abraham & Phil Garner

£95 + VAT per ticket including lunch and refreshments
Early bird - £75 + VAT (Deadline: Friday 7th July)

To find out more and reserve your place visit
http://buytickets.at/schooloutdoorlearning/104273
Why take teaching outdoors?

Research shows us that learning outside the classroom engages learners, improves behaviour, enhances social skills and makes learning more enjoyable, FACT. Whatever your experience with outdoor learning, this event will give you greater confidence to teach outside. Expect it to be fully participative, experiential and entirely outdoors. You will come away with pragmatic tips, tools and ideas so you can feel confident to take your teaching outside immediately, be it for curriculum based learning or developing character.

Come and join us!

- Discover the powerful benefits for you and your pupils of taking your lessons outside
- Develop the confidence, skills and resources necessary to teach outside all year round
- Use the outdoors as a context for all subjects whilst linking it back to the curriculum
- Overcome the barriers and blocks, practicalities and limitations to outdoor learning
- Learn to use your existing and available outdoor spaces for learning at low or no cost
- Learn skills, principles and attitudes to support character development
- Learn skills to develop teamworks, leader
- Free giveaways and much, much more...

Web: www.schooloutdoorlearning.com
Phone: 0844 248 8985
Email: info@schooloutdoorlearning.com
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